BOYCOTTING
BoycottTrump, By Nathan Lerner, an app on iTunes. https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/boycotttrump/id1171663655?mt=8
“Created by the Democratic Coalition Against Trump, Boycott Trump is the first app of its kind, allowing users to hit Trump
where it hurts most - his wallet. Search through over 250 companies and people to see they're directly connected to Trump.
Make Trump and his allies pay, literally, for their hateful rhetoric and regressive policies. Use consumer action to take a stand
for what's right!
We all know how Trump Towers and Trump Steaks are connected to Trump, but did you know Nike, MillerCoors, Johnson &
Johnson, Gucci, and many other major companies can all be directly linked to him as well? Find out how!
About Boycott Trump was created by the Democratic Coalition Against Trump as a means of empowering people to take against
Trump beyond the 2016 election.”
This Shopping Spreadsheet Is A One-Stop Way To Boycott The Trumps
#GrabYourWallet https://grabyourwallet.org/ .
“Retailer that Does Business w/ Trump Family and/or Sells Trump Family Products; companies that supported Trump or
donated money to his campaign; advertiser on Celebrity Apprentice; Trump-Owned, Branded, or Operated Business, etc.”
There is also a list of companies not being boycotted at this time. 11/16/2016 12:01 pm ET | Updated Dec 19, 2016.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/boycott-trump-list-of-retailers_us_582c789de4b0aa8910bde58f

The anti-Trump boycott of 50 retailers won't back down — here's how it could affect sales
Nov. 28, 2016, 1:16 PM 83,108
http://www.businessinsider.com/trump-boycott-companies-will-it-work-2016-11

The DJT Resistance – The Donald J Trump Resistance. “Where WE Make Hatred, Bigotry, Xenophobia,
Sexism, Racism, and Greed Pay the Price. Boycott Trump”.
https://www.thedjtr.com/

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar: What we must boycott in the Trump era
https://whyevolutionistrue.wordpress.com/2016/12/02/kareem-abdul-jabbar-what-we-must-boycott-in-the-trump-era/
Kareem’s suggestions: 1. Civil disobedience 2. Donate money to organizations like the ACLU and NAACP 3. Lobby the
legislators 4. Boycott Trump’s businesses 5. Boycott right-wing sites like Breitbart by not patronizing its advertisers
To read Abdul-Jabbar’s original article in the Washington Post (“How boycotts could help sway Trump. We all have a
responsibility to stand up for our values”):
https://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2016/12/01/kareem-abdul-jabbar-how-boycotts-could-helpsway-trump/?tid=pm_opinions_pop&utm_term=.f9fa2626e2e9
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